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BlueJeans Rooms featuring
Dolby Voice Huddle

The simplest and smartest video conference solution optimized
for your private offices, home offices and huddle spaces.

BlueJeans Rooms featuring the Dolby Voice Huddle is an all-in-one hardware solution that
packs industry-leading technology into a tiny footprint. With only two components — the
Huddle and the Huddle touch panel — the solution offers ultimate flexibility for small
rooms. This compact setup fits cleanly alongside a TV or monitor to deliver a professional
conference room experience in personal offices, home offices and meeting spaces.
Dynamic video
Dolby’s 4K camera offers a 110° wide-angle lens for tight spaces.
The In-room whiteboard sharing mode lets you collaborate
effectively when meeting in person is not an option.

Immersive audio
Intelligent AcousticsTM constantly calibrates audio for your space,
whether you use your TV speakers or a sound bar. 3D audio
captures and maps voices in a way that emulates meeting in
person. Dynamic leveling provides an immersive audio experience
by distinguishing voices from noise.

Simple to setup and manage
Dolby Voice Huddle can be set up in minutes and managed
with BlueJeans Command Center. Simplify deployment across
multiple personal and home offices and create efficiency with bulk
provisioning, remote device monitoring, and real-time diagnostics.

Low-risk subscription offer
BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service featuring Dolby Voice Huddle is an
all-inclusive software and hardware subscription that simplifies
procurement and mitigates the risk of future uncertainty.

KEY FEATURES

3D Audio

Noise suppression, echo cancellation, and voice
separation for immersive, natural sounding meetings.

Intelligent AcousticsTM

Huddle consistently calibrates and optimizes the audio
for your space, whether using your TV speakers or a
sound bar for output.

Dynamic Leveling

Boosts quiet voices while distinguishing speech from
noise to make all voices clear and easily heard.

HD Video

4K 110° wide-angle camera enabled with HDR video
mapping enables people to be front and center even
in tight spaces.

Wired and Wireless Screen Sharing

Share screen content during video meetings wirelessly
or use the HDMI input on the Dolby Huddle for a
hardwire connection.

MultiService

Dolby Voice Huddle supports BlueJeans MultiService so
that users have the ability to join the meeting service
of their choice — BlueJeans, Microsoft Teams, Zoom
or Cisco Webex.

Purpose-Built Internet Appliance

Dolby Voice Huddle runs a hardened purpose-built,
Linux-based OS, conforming to enterprise-grade
security requirements.

One-Touch Meeting Join

Initiate, join and manage meetings with one-touch
calendar integration. Minimize time trying to make
conferencing equipment work.

BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service

Software, hardware, and services in a single package
BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service brings together BlueJeans Rooms software, Dolby Voice Room, Dolby
Voice Pro or Dolby Voice Huddle hardware, maintenance and support in an all-inclusive monthly price.
This subscription service provides a simple way to outfit meeting rooms and huddle spaces with an
integrated solution while avoiding time consuming hardware purchase cycles.
Visit www.bluejeans.com/products/rooms/rooms-as-a-service to learn more about the features
and benefits of BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service.

*via Gateway or Room Connectors
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